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1

0 The pressure distribution and pressure drag of a blunt body with a
supersonic jet issuing upstream from its center were determined at free-
stream Mach numbers of 1.60, 2.00, and 2.85.. The thrust of the 'et
issuing from the model nose was varied to study its effects on flow
around the model and to determine variation of pressure distribution
and pressure drag of the model with the thrust.

At all Mach numbers investigated, the pressure drag decreased with
increasing retrorocket thrust until a minimum value was reached. Further
increases in retrorocket thrust resulted in increases in the pressure
drag. The resultant drag (pressure drag plus retrorocket thrust but
excluding base and skin-friction drag) of the model was reduced by
retrorocket operation below the drag for a jet-off condition, except at
very low retrorocket thrust coefficients. The flow about the nose of
the blunt body was very unstabl throughout the range of' Mach numbers
and retrorocket thrust coefficients investigated.

INTRODUCTION

The safe recovery of space vehicles with little or no lift capa-
bility will depend upon an effective decelerating system. Such a system
may require two or more drag devices; and drag modulation capability
during a descending trajectory of a space vehicle may also be desirable.
(See ref. 1. ) A large number of devices for producing drag are avail-
able. Each has certain advantages and limitations and some are suitable
for only certain speed ranges. In order to design a system which is
most effective for a given trajectory, the aerodynamic characteristics
of all these devices should be known. National Aeronautics 'and Space
Administration is investigating a wide variety of drag devices to deter-
mine their aerodynamic characteristics and suitability for use as decel-
erators. (See refs. 2, 3, and 4.)
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One device which has been proposed is a retrorocket. At the pres-
ent time it is the only effectiv6 means of decelerating a vehicle out-
side the atmosphere. Its effectiveness as a decelerator or drag modu-
lator inside the earth's atmosphere will depend on how the jet will
affect the pressure and. possibly skin-friction drags. This investiga-
tion was made to study the retrorocket jet effects on the pressure drag
of a vehicle which has a spherical segment nose with the jet exit located
in the center.

All tests were made with both angle of attack and angle of side-
slip equal to 0 . They were conducted at free-stream Mach numbers of L
1.60, 2.00, and 2.85 and corresponding Reynolds numbers of approximately I
1.83 x 106) 1.62 x 106, and 2.14 X 106 based on the maximum frontal 5
diameter of the model. 04

SYMBOLS

A area, sq ft

C deceleration force coefficient, Cd,A + Cd,F + CF

CD drag coefficient, Drad
qA d

Cd A Bfterbody pressure drag coefficient (excluding base drag),
r=d/2Z AiCp,avg

r=2 r-d/2

CdF forebody pressure drag coefficient, AiCp,avg

r=O

F

CF  
thrust coefficient,

% 1 -
C pressure coefficient, - PO
p m

d maxim- body diazeter

* 0



* I'thmait force In &a& direttit d~e to Setrortlet opera-
titon.. 1*b

M ach~ numba

P tatid preasur, lYb/sq Xt

namic pressmue, lb/sq ft

R Reynolds m.ber based en max=mum diameterL

. r loeal radius of model, in.

0 Tt  tunnel stagnatiorn temperature, OF

x distance along mdel center line as indicated in fig-

ure 3., in.

CL angle of attaek, deR

merid.an azigle (:ig. d deg

Subscripts:

* free streaz

c jet chamber

d maximn body diameter

Weigltea

1jet exit

l.ocal

avg average

APPARATUS

'Wind Tunnel

the tests were Conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel
which is a variable-pressure, return-flow tunnel. The test section is
4 by t feet in cross sectiorl and approximately 7 feet long. The Mach
number may be varied from 1.5sto 2.9 in any desired increment without

0 0 B 5 0



tunnel ShU M ty OPentin an Aremtrlo sliding block, Further
details of the twu*1 wW be obtaine froa reference 5.

&odel amd Support System

A sketah of the rodel w4th the support system Is shown in figure 1.
The support strut contained 1ines for transmitting the high-pressure air
used to simu'lte the retrorocket jet exhaust. Tubing from the pressure
orifices on the model to the pressure measuring system was also led
througA the support strut. L

i

The model, which is shown In greater detail in figur 2, had a
conical frustum afterbody with an 8.28-inch diameter at the front end 0
4.0-inch diameter at the base. The forebody of the model is a spherical 4
segment of 8.9-inch raaius in the center of which is located the retro-

rocket nozzle exit. The nozzle has an area ratio Exit area of 4
(Throat area])~

a half angle of 26.50 and a throat diameter of 0.15 inch. The mode!
is instrumented with 5 pressure orifices, 14 of which are located on
the forebody and 21 on the conical frutum. The location of those
orifices is shown in figure .

Air Supply for Jet SimUlation

The high-pressure air used to simulate the exhaust from the retro-
rocket was suppled from a bottle field with a capacity of about 900 cubic
feet. This air supply could provide a maximum pressure of 2,400 pounds
per square inch, a sustained flow rate of 2 pounds per second orm axl-
mum flow rate of 11 pounds, per second for 10 seconds.

n LMWAT AN= AC JACY

Pressure Measurements on the surface of the model vere made by
connecting the orifices to automatic switching valves which sampled each
pressure in sequence and transmitted the pressure to a single transducer.
The transducer output vas digitized and punched into cards for machine
calculation of the pressure coefficient. A l-pound-per-square-inch
transducer was used to measure the hemispberical nose pressures, and a
-poqnd.per-square-ilnch transducer was used for the conical-afterbody

pressures to Increase. the accuracy of measurements on this surface.
The free-stream an4 stagnation pressures were measured on precision
mercury manometers accurate to within 0.5 pound per square foot. Cham-
ber pressure of the retrorocket nozzle vas measured by means of a
1,50Q-ound-perw.square-Inc& transdi2cer and probe (located as shown in
fig. 2).

9!
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F rom prevloua calbratlons, It Is estimated that the acniracies of
the angle at attack anM ungle "a sideslip are within -0.l50. The devia-
tiona due to flow angularity have been compensated by adjusting the
angle of attack of the model at each Mach number. The maximum deviation
of tha free- ream lah number In the range covered by these tests is

-. o. The accuracies of the quantities, C% and CF which were

dependent on free-stroax conditions are estimated, to be as follows:

M. for for
0 afterbody forebody

:.60 o.oo6o 0.0178 0.0131
2.00 .0070 .0209 .015
2.85 .0065 *o194 -0-143

TE AITZ I DUTZ0N OF DATA

With the angle of attack and angle of sideslip of the model set at
zero, preissure coefficients were obtained for the following test con-
ditions:

M Rq Tt, OF Maximum PC, psi

1.60 1.83 X 106 607 125 i,040
2.00 1.62 516 125 1,150
2.85 2.14 58 150 l, 4O

The thrust was calculated from the chamber pressure on the assump.
tion that the flow in the nozzle was fully expanded and the Mach number
at the Jet exit is that determined by the area ratio of the nozzle for
a perfect gas. The equation used in calculating the thrust is.

F A0 (0.3904p, -p.

It was further assumed that the pressure at the nozzle exit is the
free-stream static pressure. This assumption is Justified on the basis



that the second term~ In the thxwt equatton represents a small portioni
of the total1 thrust. The error introduczed dce to these assumptions is
'believed to be smal.l.

The thrust coefficient was baseed on the free-.strea~m d"nagc pre s-
sure and max~imum frontal ares. of the model. so that the thrust and drag
Coefficient would be diz'e~t~y comparable. The Vas~ues for the pressure
drag were obtainied by mutiplying~ the average pressurie coefficient at
a given radial station by ani anulus whose boundaries were located mid-
w;ay between orificese Stese valuea vere added to obtain the pressure
drag of the models. L

IWZ=3 ANDl DISCMI~ON

Flav stalbiity

The isupersonle air flov from the nozzle located in the center of
the forebody causer. a very unsteady flow in the vicinity cC the model.
noe exact source of' this InatabIlity is not known. floweverp there are
several factors that coUld have contributed toward this conaition.
Ore factor to be considered ±a the fluctuation In pressure on the fore-
1body, wich' can be self-suctainecl if lookied upon from the following
ygint of viev, The pressure 1A~ the subsonto region adjEcent to the
Zree et boundary dependg to a large degree on the shape of the bow
shock. When the 1bpv &book ha. a rounded shiape (essentially normal.
ahckl)p the presue behind It Is large. This large sta~tic preasure
adjacent to tbe free et boundary limits 4et exparsion and forces it to
asse an elongated foM~ the jet produces the ane results as a spike
protruding~ from the 1'oreboy into the free streez and changes t7n bow
shock from a blunt to a conical shape. The pressure behinid an oblique

ahoa ls swler than it Is behini a blutnt shoc%; thus the pressure
Mjacent to the free et bouncalz Is 2'edicel,. Ze reduction in pressure
allows greater expaxision oft the Zat whi~ch causes the bow shock to become
more rounided arzA the cycae atarZt8 over apas

Some typisa variations :in sback p4%ttera uv shownm In flgur e .
Mus~e achlieren pictures were taken In snAcession for Identical flow
conclitions, one at ~-M w~ L 6 s the other rat M 2.00. Xn this
91gare one can see tkat the bow shock changes its shape ani locatlon :sox&
a blunt, roundect form cloae to the foz'ebody to a conical :o~aftu
aye? Srom the uose of the modeL.

Other lactozu th'at could have Influeiieea tle stability of the floei
s flu~ctuationsu In chamber pressure and small lateral oscillations of

the zodeb. Since theta waa no 6yvsuie reeoi of the chamber Tresa"
ina&j It eoaenot be stated that there was no fluctuation in the chamber
pressure. Such fluctuation if it existed, would affect the outside



f1ov througa S 14riation in maao f lov and4 et exit pressuae. The tiodel
s~ai; taso subjecot to sall1 lateral oscillations Induced by the tannei.
air :low because It Ides supported on a lorig and relatively thin strut.
It Is believed that these two factore, even th~ough they mnight have con-
tributed to the Instablity of the flovp.are not the primary causes .of
the f low Litbi.lty.

This flov Instability, I44oI2 existedl at -all Mach numbers anI thrust
coe±ficients, has its Sreateat effect oni the forebody pressures, whereas
the pressures on the conlesl part of the body are almost unaffected.
The aplitude ef presourG fluctuations on the forebody is of' the order
cif 10 percent of the average 'Pressumr level at u. given orifice and the
ampl~tude increeaes alightly at lower thrusts. Because of the flow
instabillty, the average presauxes were compute~i by adding the yresswxii
at each rudial otation wn4 dividing lay the number of' orifices. Average
Iresurea are used throughout this report In pressure plots'anI for

yresiir drag comutatUono.

=fects 0± Jet Sxhauat on the Pressure Distribution

* Aout the Wdel

rn f iguxe 5, the e xperimental pressure diAstributioa an the forebody
Is preseated-for various thrust omfficients at Yach numbers 1.60.. 2.001
ana 2.85. The ytessuxe distrilaution on the forebody with the jet off1
Is closely appro~imnted by Newtoniian thpory as vac Bhovn in reference 6
In rpference 6 a. similar model vas used to obtain yressture dlata. at
various angles of~ attack* Th ai of refer-ence 6 for m. w 00" V-"
compared vit? the Mrsent data for the 4et-oft' coriditton, and as Canl be
seen In tgure 5, tbey are In good agreement. A small amount of air
flw from the Zozze ;roduces 8 large reduction In pressure on the fare-
b631p partitularly in the vicIrity of jet exit, whara with the 40t off,
there war. a h1i1I stagnation pressure. Tl4s large z*eduction Lan preasure
viatel occurs near tba nzzwle exit 'become symaller vith ±noreaairg dis-
tance eawey from the ziozzleo At l.ow thrust, part or the forebody rear
the OUter edgeae xperiences an increase In pregstre. Eoveverp vith
f'urther itiareases in thrust, a reductlon in pmeure ocaus over the
entIre forebodys Me, reduction in preure onl the forebody coitinues

unt a6inimi= Is reachect and the pressures on the foreboay begin to
inorease ith furtber Inartaces In thrust except at M a 1.60 'there
the raxlim thrust available vaes uot sufficient to reach this ConcditioA
For a Mdach nt~ber of' 2.00, the alxi reduction 4n pressure on the

* forebody occurs lbetvieer the thrust coerficienits of 0.416O and 0.5;
for a Mach number off the =im=~ reduction occurs 'cetifteu thrust
coefi'Iejeytfl of 0 lir and 0.1113.



A ntleeab1 decrease In pressuire on the forebody at a oonstant
thrust is also observed vith the lacreense In free-ntream MAach nu~2ber
arid Indicates greater jIet effects on the forbo4 resures at highier
'ach numbers.

In general, the variation of pressure distribtlon on the forebody
witb Increacing thrust Is very sizilar to the rressure distribution on
a 11unt nose with a spika attached at the center. (See ref. 7.) T'e
reference shows that increasing the length of the spike results in a
decrease of pressure on the forebody (name as increasing the thruzt)
until a mialkui pressure is reached coresponiding to a point vwhere the L
Prigin of' separation begina to change from the tip of the ripike to the1
donstream1 surfaces 5

0
T'he jet effects on the lonigitud inal preesure distribution on the 4

entire raodel at various~ Mach numbers are shown in figure 6. At Y~aoh
iberB of 1.60 and 2.00 for the 4ot-off condition, the flow vs.. sep.

aratea ovcr the entire surface of the conical afterbody. (See figs. 1(a)
and 7(b). ) The separa~tion was rEost pronounced at the lowest M~ach number.
At all Plach numbers, the flow had to expand from a s-ubsonic flow in front
of the lorebody to a supersontc flow on the afterbody. TrhAs expansion
requlrcI low pressures on the aftcr'oody and, since the afterbody pres-
sures vere too high for the full expansion of the flow at the lower
?Pach nutbers, the flow was neparated in that region. The 'esenae of
the 1jet dhaaged the shape of the bow shook and thus rnade it sii-ailar to
a detached! bow shook In front of a cone. IThts condition resulted in
a rediietion and, in sone instances, elirination o±V the separation~ ever
the afterbody. 'Consequently, the jet effects on the affterbody were

* greatest at a Mach number of 1.60 were the largest reduction in pr-es-
sune was exprienced.

Cat Effects on the Drag of tho Model

The. pressure drag of the forebody and the afterbody excluding the
'ease is -presented separately in figure 8 so that the drag contrIbution
of each Ipart may ba seen siore clearly. Inasmuch as the rressure drag
of the model Is direatly related to the pretsure distribution on the
modal, the let effects an the pressure drag Vill closely resemble the
Zet effeuts on the prsure d!.strIbion. A variation of pressure
drag of the forebody with thrust ooef±'±aient is shown In figurem 8 (a)
for different Mach numbers. A high stagnation pressure that exists in
front of the body vitha the let off, which accounts for a large pressure
drag coftrlibution of the forebody, In greatly reduced by a oupersonic
:low from a small jet located In the center of the forebody. The pres.
sure drag of the forebcdy continues tc decrease with increasing thrust
Uintil aL MirimM rre~nm drag IR resehed, at Vhich point the pressur-e
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b dwMg starts Increasirg vith further Increases in thrust. The data in
figure 8 indicate that the point of rainimum pressure drag occura at
lover thrust coefficients for the higher Haab ziwnberse

71e pressure drag of the afterbody (fig. 0(b)) increaser vith a
decrease izi Mah nutber with the jet one Zihto I.nreaee In drag resulted
from the chwige of rlov on the afteibod~y viihch vas yzvicusly discussed.
An interesting point about the afterbody pressure dxeg Is that, after
reaching a certain level at is given MAch number,4 It remained almost
constant with increases in1 thrust.

L
I ~In figure 9, the contribution to the pressure drag of ceparatae

5 parts of tie model are added together with the .drag due to thrust to
0 obtaln the resultant drag pf the models It should be kept in rmind thut,

4 In computing the resultazt drag of the wodel, t O pressure at the base
va's assumed to be the feetream~ pressure anid tha the frict ion drag
was not taken into consideration. Novevers In View o±t the fact that

* the safterbody presouras remained almosat constant with increases in
thrust coefficient, It Is believed that the base pressures, althcugh.
they will be smller than the free-strosm pressure, vill not vary
appreciajbl. with Increases in thrust. Thus the trencl of the resultant-
drag curves will. not be altered sigificantly, but they will be ishirted
to a slightly higber level. Some indication of the effects of a jet
exhausting into a supersonic stre=~ on the friction drag of a body =We
be found in reference 8.

A stary, of the results of this inventigation Is presented in
figure 10. H~ere the variation of the decelerating force coefficient
(pressure drag plus retrorocket thrust but excasive of base and Bkin-
friction drag) with thrust coefficient is shown at variousn Mach numbers.
Th~ese results indicate that a retrorocket, located in the center of a
blunt body mnay ineresass drag by a sma'l amunt at very low thrust coef.
Licient. At higher thrust coefficients, the total1 drag of the model
is reduced far below the value of the drag with the jet off, snd grcat
am~ounts of thrust Yould be requitred before ary drag due to the jet vill
be realized, as the extrapolation of these curves Indicates* nus the
retrorecket which could be usedl effectively In regions of very low
6ensity (oiatside of the atmosrhere) or perhaps for a vort landirZ does
not look promising for use as a decelator at supersonico peeds in
regions of relatively high detaity. Although soaw iinrovemats In drag
=ight be achieved by locating several nozzl.es on the Teriphery of the
blunt body, the problemof ± flew instability roat liely will1 still be
present. The'retrorocket, even though it does not lok- promising for
use as a decelerator'# may be u~tilize&l as a drAg modlator where the
primary interest is tot in the mu±Lx dvag that c be achieved but
in controlled drag.
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==MONS

An intIation of an aire jet simlasting a nretoroe!ket exkausting
* Into a XU~ezsonla free stream tron tha' moe Of IL blunt, b=V~ led to tha

follovIing "n~CaI8sionst

I* A Tlow Instability about the nw8 of the blunt "od occumwd
*throughout the rwage of' Mach numbers and retrormeket, thrust coeffcients

lhvesticatede -The fgrttody pressures wrere afferteA most by' thia fl-ow

1
2. Tb rerorocket exhiaust caused large reductions In pressure

over the zooe of the blunt body and thew~ recluctlone; In pressure becm 0
4reater with2 in~ranes L~k the free-stream 9aac12 mumbv.

3- A large decrease In pressure drag acaurred a a reft of intro-
roe~et opevation at all. Mach nu~bera of t1he 1nvestgatioz. 7his pres-
vtu drag decreased vith increas~ing retrorocket thrust until a minim
vas rQsohed. Fuirther inereases in retrorock~et thrust~ reaulted in
Inazeasea In the pressure drag.

Th~1e resultant drag (pressure'dra ;lus retrorocket thrdst but
*excluc~ng base and skiri-friction drag) ot the mtodel, van redu&ced by

*retrorocket operation below the drag fr a jet-off. conditiono except
*at very 101w retrarcket, tbriu;t coefficients. The results Indic~ate that

,very' large retrorcket, thrust ceficleints would be reqidred to produas
declertig forces ruch In excess of the -jet-off' drao forces.

Langley Research Center,
IVetiona3. Aeronautics and Space Adnl~nstatlan,

Langley Field) Va., April 3. 196
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